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t Imagicasa, dreams become reality!
Imagicasa is the leading platform that
flawlessly combines design, architecture, interior and art in a progressive
digital environment, supplemented by
the Imagicasa magazine that takes inspiration to an
even higher level. Metropolitan luxury at its best!
Imagicasa strives to highlight exceptional and luxurious national and international projects on topics
such as architecture, design, art, cars, hotels and an
overall luxury lifestyle. The idea came about in 2014
when our editor-in-chief, Phaedra Hoste, made her
passion for interiors and art – which always took precedence in her life – tangible with a website.
Not much later, the concept expanded into a magazine that brings inspiring projects, architectural
innovations and beautiful works of art to you twice
a year at first and even four times a year now. The
creation of iconic furniture designs, the history of
vintage cars and the latest yacht designs are also given a place at Imagicasa. We are a bit stubborn: we
bring the stories that we find beautiful and interesting, but of course we do this in a respectful and
loving way. Imagicasa has developed her own style,
which is recognized and appreciated by our readers
and partners.

IMAGICASA
ONLINE

Reach more than 22.750
monthly visitors on the
Imagicasa.be website.
Inform more than 24.500
subscribers about your
projects in our weekly
newsletter.
Reach our devoted
followers on Facebook,
Instagram & Pinterest.

T

he online platform, which was given a
new look and vibe in early 2019, acts as
an online bible for design addicts and
companies that want to share or fi nd
both inspiration and information in one
place. It is a meeting place between architects, designers, companies, etc. and their (potential) customers. Imagicasa on the one hand offers inspiration
to consumers who want to build their dream villa,
who want to provide their existing home with a new
interior or who want to decorate their garden as an
extension of their home.
On the other hand, Imagicasa.be is more than ever a
meeting place that offers a direct line between potential clients and professionals such as interior designers, architects, contractors and construction companies. A home is only formed by bringing together
the right people. Website visitors can take a look at
the leading projects of our respective partners and
can immediately see the person in charge of these
achievements.
This inspirational online magazine is an interactive
community of high-end services, with daily updates
on the blog under ‘stories’ and the Imagicasa social
media channels, and a weekly newsletter.
If you become an online partner, you will get your
own page on our website with all the information
about your company and also realisations will be
linked to it. We also regularly write blogs about your
business, projects, announcements,... and publish
them on our website under ‘stories’. These are also
directly linked to your partner page. Furthermore,
we regularly post your projects and content on our
social media and you will receive discounts on advertisements and advertorials in the magazine.

IMAGICASA

MAGAZINE

I

magicasa magazine is an unseen inspirational and informative magazine that is published four times a year,
including two specials on a unique theme. The magazine aims to highlight exceptional and luxurious national
and international projects on trends and topics such as
architecture, high-end design, art, cars, hotels and an overall
luxury lifestyle.
Imagicasa magazine is distributed worldwide. We appear in
Belgium, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Singapore, etc.

We bring Imagicasa in Dutch and English to appeal to as large
an international audience as possible. The magazine also flies
along with all private jets departing from Belgium. This way,
Imagicasa immediately addresses the right target group.
The magazine complements the online platform and builds on
the ‘art to distinguish’ that is so characteristic of Imagicasa.
After eleven successful editions of our magazine and an online
platform that continues to grow, we can say that Imagicasa is
here to stay!

An advertisement or advertorial in
Imagicasa Magazine offers nothing but
advantages:
Create name awareness for and
trust in your brand in the long term.
Imagicasa is shared with others:
reach up to more than 105.000
readers worldwide.
Imagicasa is a collector’s item:
your message is spread for a long
period of time.
With Imagicasa you immediately
reach the right target audience.

IMAGICASA

INTERIOR

“As a style consultant we always
bring the potential customer to the
right Imagicasa partner!”

O

ur medium is largely about interior design, to make your house
a real home. That is why Imagicasa offers this service under the
direction of Phaedra Hoste. With her expertise, eye for detail
and in cooperation with our high-end partners, every room is
transformed into a stylish whole. Imagicasa therefore supports
the reader in practice with advice and assistance for an exclusive home update.
Imagicasa always brings the potential customer to the right Imagicasa partner!

IMAGICASA

SHOP

B

ecause everything that has to do with
interior and design is close to our heart,
we also offer our audience high-end decorative pieces. In our webshop you will
find luxurious and unique pieces such as
scented candles, vases, bowls, candle holders and
even works of art to give your interior a trendy and
stylish boost. They are all exclusive and high quality
decorative items to give your home a cosy atmosphere and really finish it. Come and visit our beautiful editorial office where you can buy the works of
art and decorative items. While we’re having a nice
cup of coffee, we’ll work together to see which items
will best suit your style and interior.

All Imagicasa partners have the possibility
to offer their products on our shop to
reach an even bigger audience.

Also available through our webshop: all* previous
editions of Imagicasa Magazine that are no longer in
stores. So anyone who is missing an edition or only
got to know us later, can read our previous and still
inspiring articles.

* while stocks last

IMAGICASA

TARGET GROUP

I

magicasa is aimed at consumers (B2C) and the ‘home professional’ (B2B), both online and in the magazines. The reader is a
socially aware ‘interior & design addict’ who goes for class and
style, has an eye for detail and who fully opts for quality in the
field of living and design. Imagicasa focuses on the spending
consumer between the ages of 35 and 70, as well as (interior) architects
who are looking for companies to carry out projects together. The
Imagicasa reader appreciates quality and luxury above all.

“The Imagicasa reader appreciates
quality and luxury above all”

Inspired Readers
Spending Consumers
Interior Architects
Architects
Designers
Decorators
Developers
Immo
Investors

30 - 70 age
52 %
women
48 %
men
B2B and B2C

IMAGICASA

Opening Ratio

Imagicasa Newsletter

IN NUMBERS

The Imagicasa newsletter reaches more than 24,500
subscribers. The average opening ratio is 66%.
The subscriber base is built entirely from the GDPR rules
and therefore has a very low failure rate. The subscribers are mainly professionals, independent entrepreneurs and private individuals with a passion for interior
design, architecture, living and lifestyle in the higher
market segment.

34%

66%

A publication in the Imagicasa newsletter is the ideal
means to make existing or new projects known to a
wider public.

355,000

Imagicasa Website
The Imagicasa website attracts more
visitors month after month, up to 22,750.
The Imagicasa visitor is passionate about interior design, architecture and lifestyle in the
higher segment.
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In addition, Imagicasa is also distributed via the private flights
departing from Belgium from Luxaviation and The Flying Group.

+1.300.000 impr./mnth
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Abroad, Imagicasa can be found in English in specialised shops,
including in the United Kingdom, Italy, Germany, France, Spain,
Singapore, China, New Zealand, ... A complete list of sales points
can be found on our website.

+9.300 followers
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The distribution in Belgium takes place via Press Shop, Delhaize,
Standaard Boekhandel and other selected distribution points. In
the Netherlands, the distribution takes place via the better daily
paper trade.

Visitors

19

Imagicasa daily reaches, totally organically, more than 62.000 followers on Facebook and Instagram and has more than
1.3000.000 impressions per month on Pinterest. In this way we spread our partners’
message in an unconstrained and contemporary manner.
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Imagicasa Magazine is published in 4 editions per year with a
circulation of 35,000 copies. Imagicasa is a collector’s item
that is read by an average of three to four people. This way you can
reach at least 105,000 readers.
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Imagicasa Social Media

01

Imagicasa Magazine

“Every visitor is
a potential customer
or investor”

July 2021
October 2021
December 2021
March 2022

IMAGICASA

DELIVERY

Images & Ads
Images should be supplied in the highest possible
resolution, at least 300 dpi
Images may not contain any layers
All images must be delivered in CMYK
(we can not guarantee colour-accuracy if delivered as RGB)
All images should be provided as JPEG - TIFF or EPS
Print-ready files (e. g. ads) can be delivered as certified PDF

Colour & Colour Proofing
Work is based on the ISO COATED FOGRA 39 colour profile
Spot colours must always be converted to process colours (CMYK)

Font Types
Preferably, use Postscript (type 2) or Open Type fonts (. otf)
Fonts should always be embedded in PDF
Avoid Truetype fonts and NEVER use Multiple Master fonts
Do not use fonts smaller than 2 pt

Marks
We urge you to NOT check any marks when creating PDF-files:
no registration marks, color bars, cutmarks, page information etc.

Dimensions and Bleed/Trim
1 page = 225 mm x 300 mm + 3 mm bleed around
! Cover 2 & Cover 3: 219 x 300 mm + 3mm bleed
2/1 page = 450 mm x 300 mm + 3 mm bleed around
! Cover 2 Spread: 438 x 300 mm + 3mm bleed
225 mm+ 3 mm bleed around

450 mm + 3 mm bleed around

Single

300 mm+ 3 mm bleed around

300 mm+ 3 mm bleed around

Double

CONTACT/
ADVERTISE
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Imagicasa
Phaedra Hoste
phaedra@imagicasa.be
+32 (0)3 502 93 47
www.imagicasa.be
www.facebook.com/imagicasa
www.instagram.com/imagicasa

